Service
Paul Solomon Reading 0180 - LH - 0125 - FA -0001, 06/12/73
Now, understand that one given to the purposes of God might never be given such a
ministry that would be dramatic in nature, or that would bring praise of recognition. But
never would it be possible that a soul on your plane could say to the Master “”Use me,
make me productive that it does not become so.” Then, understand that you will not
always know the good that you have accomplished and where your feet have taken you
or the purposes for this. And, those steps taken on inner planes and that contact made,
may never be realized, for even as the Master hath spoken:
“If the reward be recognized, then you have your reward, but how much greater that that
reward be laid up in heaven where then you may grow and pride cannot become the
stumbling block.”
For you are not aware of the accomplishment. But make the self accessible to those on
inner planes, do what would communicate, not only by the word of the mouth, but by the
touch of the hands, by the attitude, by the interest, by the love that would come forth.
And, will not the students be led and others prevented from coming. And, will not those
be chosen that will come into the light? And, understand, those questions that pop into
the mind even at this moment, we will answer in this way: Concerning that wondering
for the difficulties that have come and the feeling of inadequacy in handling this or that
situation, particularly in the young, we would answer this; Know you not that one so high
with such great ability and direction form within and guidance and access to these
records would be given those most difficult situations in the children, the young, the
students who would come.
For what challenge would there be that you would take the seeker already high on the
path, but him with the problem will be brought to that one who cares and has the
strength to meet the needs. Then, one in service will attract those who have the greater
need and would be healed. Observe those attracted to the Master and those He
attempted to help and serve and know that one who is in service on this path will not
attract those already accomplished in His ways, but those with needs, those crippled,
lame, ill and in the spiritual as well, so would He bring those that are sick that you may
be the physician,
Then, understand, in the difficult situations, whether within the family or within these
others that would be brought and understand that there is assistance here and guidance
for those who wait. And where there is the sparrow with the broken wing, or the child
fallen by the wayside, would you make the self available, for there are those here on
inner planes whose hearts would go out to the one stumbling, faltering, and would look
for a strong one, a life in the darkness, and if there would be the willingness within thy
heart, then those on inner planes will guide his steps to you, though it may cause grief
in your life and some pain, so will he be lifted.
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And if you are not able to help; then pray, release him, then, to the highest good and
know that those same guardians, those directors, those guides, those angels on inner
planes will cause him then to be turned to another who can take the next step in his
growth and, one by one, each may be able to contribute some spark of himself that a
soul might be led to that light.
Now, such a practice, such a ministry has this one and has been especially chosen as a
center of hope in this area, and as the greater awareness comes and as the feeling of
being used in such a way, so many more will be affected and feel it not necessary of
purpose that you speak to them of Christ, of religion, of spiritual things but show in the
attitude the caring and that which is in the heart. Understand that thoughts will have
more effect than that which is spoken through the lips. Then, be of concern, yet, not
worry, but knowing that that caring in your heart sends perfect energy for the building
block, for the repairing of these thoughts, these vibrations to those who are attracted
and would seek to learn.
Then, understand this ministry, and as there is the advising day, ask that your feet be
directed to one who would need your service this day. Then, when a face appears,
whoever that one might be, and the faces in succession throughout the day, assume
that here is a one, who needs my touch and I am a direct connection between this one
and the Father, that energy of the Divine that will awaken that kindred spark in him and
send then, his own connection to the Divine that he might understand and spread that
Word, that Light.
Paul Solomon Reading 0179 - LH - 0124 - FA - 0001, 06/12/73
Be cautious every one of you as you would entertain one here or there, lest you
entertain an angel unaware, for you have. And this one, this presence among you is as
that of one of the servants, the messengers of God, as His angel and no human in that
sense that he would walk among you for the purpose of his own development, but has
returned among these who are the family and those exposed to his presence for the
purpose of relating their consciousness to the higher That is: for awakening the love, the
care within them that would bring their consciousness to the highest, the Divine.
Then his purpose in entering in this time was for the spiritual awakening of those about
him and (he) chose to enter in such conditions for the purposes of teaching that as
could not be taught through words, through actions, through activities in the body that
would be perfect. But manifest in that manner of greatest benefit to those who would
serve, who would grow through their relations with him.
This is not to suggest that it is not well for the soul himself in its development or that the
soul is of another strain of evolution. For is one who has served the Master well in this
time, but chose to return for the purposes of serving others, not for his own higher
development, but rather to be of service, to complete the times, and will not return to
this plane, lest to be for service, for leading those who would serve the Master and
could well be as such. Then be thankful those who have found and served this one.
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Thankful for the opportunity to express service to one who is as the least of these, the
brethren of the Christ, for he was indeed and is the purpose of this time.
Question: Would there be any further purpose regarding his parent’s life in connection
with (service to their son)?
Answer: These would not have developed had not there been this opportunity of
service. But let it not be only to this one nor let him become worshipped or thought of as
an agent of God any more than those about who are not so beautiful and who have
opportunity to be, but let Christ be seen in all. And if you would be of service, be not of
service only to this one, but let that patience and that love, that ability to care and heal
that has come through years of working with this one be shared with others and thus be
that he would have you be and fulfill his intent for coming in such way.
Paul Solomon Reading #0958 - L - 0777 - FA - 0001 - SH - Timberville,VA 06/29/77
Recognize the need for the learning and the teaching of the responsibility of a servant,
learning to serve in all things and learning to share that attitude of the servant both in
the responsibility for speaking when it should be required and for doing what should be
required.
Only thought the sharing of that opportunity as a servant, so shall you grow in boldness
of expression, less hesitancy in acting and speaking....
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